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ABSTRACT: 

Rape is a standout amongst the most ruthless types of harassment of women security and 

uprightness. With the increasing rate of increment in assault in the nation, officials have made more 

hard laws to ensure women safety. The officials have disregarded barely any loopholes. Marriage, a 

standout amongst the most devout connection on the planet is losing its virtue. Spouses are 

utilizing it as a permit torture and confer assault on women.  

The quantity of ladies sexually struck by their spouses is 40 times the quantity of ladies assaulted 

by men they don't have a clue. However, martial assault is lawful. The opportunity has already 

come and gone that martial assault be criminalized as it an infringement of Fundamental Rights. 

Positive lawful change for ladies as a rule is going on in India, yet additionally steps are important 

with the goal that both lawful and social change happens, which would come full circle in 

criminalizing martial assault and changing the mentality about ladies in marriage.  

This venture tries to cover the lawful position of martial assault in India in examination with 

different nations, outcomes of martial  assault, conjugal assault as an infringement of major rights 

and toward the end I might want to propose few measures to check this issue. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Rape is the most gruesome and uncultured act happening upon a woman. It is complete violation 

of the body of woman. It destroys the physical and  mental condition of a woman it  also create a 

sense of fear among the woman. The main reason I think  in our country is our past the way woman 

were suppressed and the way they were treated is the reason they are facing things now . The main  
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reason for the lack of awareness in people ,also the major  fact is that the marital rape is not an 

offence in the IPC u/s 375.  

A case study done by IIPS, Mumbai reported that 26 %of women in Pune, 23 %woman in 

Bhubhaneshwar and 16 percent in capital of Rajasthan often have sex with their husbands against 

their consent.1 Marriage in our society is  accepted to be a sacred institution; it is the very  major 

foundation of a stable family and a well behaved society.2  The institution acts like sexual cruelty 

and other forms of cruelty in the house. Marital rape is one such cruelty. Marital rape can be 

understand as any unwanted intercourse or penetration (anal, vaginal or oral) obtained by coercion, 

threat of coercion or against the will of the wife.3 

Basically , in India the culture is very diversified and very rigid . People of our country themselves 

are not ready to improve and develop themselves, even if the government is trying and coming 

with new laws or woman of  our country gets good education and  be capable of working 

themselves but the topic martial rape is serious concern as after marriage the consent of the wife 

cannot be determined so it a serious issue in the current scenario. 

 

LEGAL POSITION OF MARTIAL RAPE IN INDIA 

In India martial rape exist that is the fact and  it cannot be claimed as a right by any of the individual 

other wise it would be misused more than it is happening now. If see the concern of martial rape 

in the different countries in the world it has been already be criminalized and have strict rules on 

that ,this is just because judiciary is playing important role and functioning properly in the other 

countries. In our country culture is so diversed and the population is also to large so the judiciary 

has also to function and act in very proper manned and one wrong decision can harm so many in 

the country.  

                                                            
1 Mihika Basu, Marital rape is an ugly reality, THE INDIAN EXPRESS , April 30, 2013 Available 

at- http://www.indianexpress.com/news/marital-rape-is-an-ugly-reality/1109618 Last seen at 28-08-2013. 
2 Prof Kusum ,Family Law I,3 Published by Lexis Nexis (3rd 2003). 
3 Berger R.K Wife Rape: Understanding the response of the survivors and service providers , Thousand Oaks , CA: 

Sage (1996). 

 

http://www.indianexpress.com/news/marital-rape-is-an-ugly-reality/1109618%20Last%20seen%20at%2028-08-2013
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In Bodhisattwa Gautam v. Subhra Chakraborty4, the Supreme Court said that “rape is a crime 

against basic human rights and a violation of the victim’s” most cherished of fundamental rights, 

namely, the right to life enshrined in Article 21 of the Constitution. There have also  been some 

improvements  in Indian legal framework in  the relation to domestic violence, it has majorly  been 

narrowed to physical rather than sexual abuse. Women which were facing sexual abuse and if they 

want to challenge sexual violence from their husbands is currently denied by the State protection 

as the law in India under Section 375 of the IPC, 1860 has a basic marital rape exemption.   

The recent report  by the Justice J.S. Verma Committee Report suggested that  the exceptions  

which are allowing marital rape that should be taken off . In the report it was also added that the  

marriage or an starting of an  relationship may not be considered as a mitigating factor in deducting 

the punishments for rape. This are the major suggestions and additons by the committee on marital 

rape. 

 

LEGAL POSITION OF MARTIAL RAPE IN OTHER COUNTRIES 

USA (United States of America): 

 The law about martial rape in USA is somewhat rigid; there are no exception to the accused in 

rape matters. In 1993, marital rape was a crime in about all the states in US, and all have at least 1 

provision of the sexual offence in the law.5 However, it was noticeable that only few minority 

States have abolished the marital rape exemption in whole, and so it stays in some or the other 

portions in the remaining states. In most American States, resistance requirements still apply.6In  

17 out of 50 major  States and the capital Washington, there were not a single loop hole from rape 

prosecution where husband can escape . In remaining States out of 50, there were still some 

loopholes   for the husbands from rape prosecution. 

                                                            
4 (1996) 1 SCC 490  
5 National Clearinghouse on Marital and Date Rape, 1996 
6 Schulhofer, S.J., Unwanted Sex : The Culture of Intimidation and the Failure of Law (Harvard University Press, 

Cambridge, 1998), p. 30 
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NEW ZEALAND: 

In this country , the exemption for the martial rape was abolished in 1985 when the present Section 

128 to the Crimes Act, 1961 was enacted. Law now provides that a person can be convicted of 

sexual violence in respect of sexual interconnection with any another person notwithstanding that 

they should be married at the same time the sexual connection happens.7 

 

MEXICO: 

In Mexico, the party in the country introduced a bill which would make domestic violence 

punishable by legislation . If any one gets convicted under marital rape he can be punished and 

jailed for sixteen long years.  

 

SRILANKA: 

In one of the neighboring country of India named Sri Lanka,  made a recent amendments to the 

Penal Code  which recognizes the  marital rape but only with regard to the partners which are 

living separately , and it also requires a great mind and very challenging task about the people and 

the partner who are actually staying together. In many of the countries they have started to act and 

legislate in front of marital rape, and it also refuses to take marriage as a defence for a martial rape 

so they leave a no exception or loophole for escape. 

 

JUDICIAL STAND 

The Supreme Court, in State of Maharashtra vs. Madhukar Narayan Mandikar has alluded to one 

side of security over one's body. 8 What is lamentable here is to observe how court has beneficially 

                                                            
7 Simester, A.P. & Brookbanks, J., Principles of Criminal Law (1st Edn., Brookers Ltd., Wellington, 1998), p. 552. 

8 AIR 1991 SC 207, 1991 (61) FLR 688, JT 1990 (4) SC 169, (1991) IILLJ 269 SC, 1990 (2) SCALE 849, (1991) 1 

SCC 57, 1991 (1) UJ 109 SC 
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put life partner out and has yet not given her insurance over her own particular body while women 

who have been subjected to assault by stranger have that superbly fine is criminalized however not 

conjugal rape. For this circumstance it was picked that a prostitute has the privilege to deny sex in 

case she was unwilling .  

In Sree Kumar vs. Pearly Karun, the Kerala High Court watched that the offense under Section 

376A, IPC won't be pulled in as the spouse is not living independently from her husband under a 

declaration of partition or under any custom or use, regardless of the possibility that she is liable 

to sex by her better half without wanting to and without her assent.9 The accomplice was subjected 

to sex without her will by her better half when she went to live individually with her significant 

other for 2 days as aftereffect of settlement of partition techniques which was proceeding between 

the two gatherings . Along these lines the life partner was held not obligated of assaulting his better 

half anyway he had done thusly. 

 

MARTIAL RAPE: VIOLATION OF FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS  

The martial rape is a serious concern in our country India because the laws are are no particular 

law relating to martial rape and even if there are laws but some or the other ways it has exceptions 

and loopholes from where individual can escape . Under the exception of section 375 it allows the 

husband to have, a sexual intercourse with the partner without the will is the violation of Art 14 & 

21 of Const. of India.  

Section 375 of IPC it shows partiality towards the woman in some or the other way as it basically 

gives permission to the husband to have intercourse which is not good for the other partner and 

marrying someone doesn’t means that you can do whatever you want ,everyone has to be in their 

limits and also see the human diginity of the other person. In the constitution the Art. 21  also 

                                                            
9 1999 (2) ALT Cri 77, II (1999) DMC 174 

 

http://www.legalserviceindia.com/calendars-causelists/high_courts_India.htm
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provides the  right to live with human dignity and it comes under the fundamental right of an 

individual.10 

In the famous case of Harvinder Kaur v Harmender Singh11while commenting to the applicability 

of right to equality under the Article 14 and the right to life under Article 21 of the Indian 

constitution within a family, the court upheld that, “introduction of Constitutional law in the home 

is most inappropriate. It is like bringing the Bull in China shop. The institution of marriage will 

completely be demolished if this happens and comes in the picture. If we see through the wide 

angle view of this ,it is very  immoral as man have exception to the law and they are permitted to 

do the wrong as martial rape is somehow wrong and  in married life and home privacy there is no 

place for ART 21 and ART 14. 

 

ARGUMENTS AGAINST THE CRIMINALISATION OF MARITAL RAPE 

Marital rape should not be a criminal offence as it can become a phenomenon that may destabelise 

the marriage institutions and  it can be an easy tool for disturbing the husbands and can be misused 

more, the Union submitted before the Delhi High Court.12 

 Our legal system is already burdened with lakhs of cases pending and so as per my 

perspective criminalizing would overburdened the legal system. 

 This provision if will be added can be misused by the partner, even the small fight can 

bring the other partner to court claiming the right of martial rape in the courts. 

 There will be thousands of partners which will be not living together if this comes in to 

picture 

 The marriage is a sacred thing and this tradition is being followed by very long back and 

the main reason for the marriage is to move the generation ahead and to have kids ,so this 

law will some how effects the moral of the society and the people living in it. 

                                                            
10 Anjali Srivastava, Devanshu Jain and Ayan Hazra ,Marital Rape: A legalized sin , Indian Journal of Applied 

Research, Vol. 3 Issue 2, Dec. 2013. 
11 AIR 1984 Delhi 66 
12PTI, Criminalising martial rape may destablise institution of marriage ,centre tells HC, THE HINDU, August 29, 

2017 Available at- http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/criminalising-marital-rape-will-destabilise-marriage-

govt-tells-hc/article19581512.ece, 
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 In India this concept would not work  because of absence of education, neediness, social 

traditions and qualities, religious convictions and the way that Indian culture regards 

marriage as a ceremony.  

 In our country India our culture is very deep rooted and most of the people have same 

thinking and logic about the sacred things as for example marriage and then woman which 

is considered to be worker as after marriage and to complete the whims and fancies of the 

husband including sexual matters. As if we see the laws or anything in India mans are 

allowed to have intercourse after marriage even if the will of the partner is absent. 

 So martial rape is a serious issue but the people here are not majorly concerned about the 

this issues much, even we know that this issues are immoral and serious in concern and 

also harming the many woman’s wife. It permits and legalise sexual abuse while suffering 

poor and uneducated for sexual breach while not seeing the fact that crimes against women 

are the immoral that occurs in every class of households.13 

India is very old civilization, its roots are very deep, and the customs and tradition, which are in 

the people of our country, are very hard to change. Family is able to resolve the problems .The 

hatred and the other side of the people are saying that there are various ways when woman can 

approach court if she is suffering from any harm so, it is not necessary by a woman to take man to 

the court under the charges of rape. A report by the Law commission also opined that criminalizing 

marital rape would amount to “excessive interference with the marital relationship.” These bad 

assumptions predicts that marriage gives consent for the whole life for to sexual intercourse. 14 

 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS  

Rape is a most offensive wrongdoing happening on a lady. It is irrelevant whether ladies are 

married. Rape  is assault regardless of the way that who confers it either spouse or outsider. Marital 

assault likewise damages the human right of a wedded lady i.e. security and trustworthiness. 

                                                            
13 www.countercurrents.org/nigam030615.html 

14 Law Commission of India (2000) Review of Rape Laws, 172nd Report, New Delhi 

http://www.countercurrents.org/nigam030615.html
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Administration of India is hesitant in making martial assault a wrongdoing. On the off chance that 

a lady who is under 16 years old and consensual intercourse is finished with her it will be assault 

yet in the event that she is hitched and spouse commandingly dedicated sex with her, it won't be 

assault. Why martial assault isn't being secured under IPC. This segregation ought to be erased. In 

addition, on one hand there are discussions of enabling ladies and in the meantime we are not 

ensure about the dignity of the woman. 

Rape  is assault either dedicated by her better half or done by third individual. Martial  assault 

ought to be secured under ANTI laws in India since she ought to be permitted to ensure her respect. 

The examination about this topic says  that  ladies are being assaulted every now and again by their 

spouses. While official information on martial  assault is small, activists and legislators keep up 

there is plenty of proof to infer it is on the increase of the crime. 

It is not like that married woman has no dignity because just because she marries a man she should 

not be surrendered to the man, she also has a personal right and dignity of  a woman and just 

marrying might not affect her self as she is also human and she also has a right to live the life with 

the liberty and freedom she is not born to be ruled. The  government and the people of the country 

are also not taking this seriously and this issue is not also taken by government seriously .On the 

off chance that a lady who is under 16 years old and consensual intercourse is finished with her it 

will be assault yet in the event that she is hitched and spouse commandingly dedicated sex with 

her, it won't be assault. Why martial assault isn't being secured under Indian correctional code. 

This segregation ought to be erased. In addition, on one hand there are discussions of enabling 

ladies and in the meantime we are not ensuring the pride and ideal to life of wedded ladies. 

In this way, Section 375 of Indian Penal Code ought to be revised in light of suggestions of Justice 

Verma. Any kind of reason, for example, that it will be difficult to demonstrate conjugal assault 

or criminalizing conjugal assault would obliterate the establishment of marriage, ought not offer 

appropriate to the spouse to play with pride and assessments of his significant other. At the point 

when spouse confers conjugal assault, he additionally breaks his guarantee made by him at the 

season of marriage. Lion's share of the Indian ladies primarily concur with the incidental 

aggressive behavior at home. This mindset is the reason of savagery against this much broad 
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viciousness. As soon India's ladies accomplish agreement that sexual manhandle isn't adequate, 

the legislators can take after the track and update India's regressive laws. 


